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ABSTRACT predicted values are then compared to a smaller number
of measured values of pipe wall thinning. Based on the

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion AC) of piping and fittings measured values, the predictions of erosion rate for the
in Nuclear Energy Plants can pose a threat to personnel remaining umeasured components are calibrated (called
safety, reduce plant availability, and result in undesirable "Pass 2 Analysis").
challenges to plant safety systems. For these reasons,
accurate predictions of FAC-induced wear rates are The current method of calibration uses the
extremely valuable in that they allow action to be taken median value of the set of ratios of measured to predicted
prior to component failure. he EPRI recommended wall thickness. his median value is a multiplier applied
method of predicting FAC wear rates for inspected as to all predictions. he purpose of this paper is to provide
well as uninspected components allows for calibration of a more detailed approach to model calibration. This
predictions through the use of wall thickness alternate approach considers local variations of
measurements obtained from UT inspections. This thermodynamic state (e.g. steam quality) in order to
method uses a simple linear correction based on the improve the correlation ith measured data.
median value of the ratio of measured to predicted
thickness. An alternate approach is presented that takes Background
local thermodynan-dc variations into account, thus
resulting in an improved correlation with measured data. Since the 1986 pipe rupture at Surry Nuclear

Plant, which caused four fatalities, U.S. nuclear electric
1.0 INTRODUCTION utilities have devoted considerable time and resources to

the problem of Flow-Accelerated Corrosion. FAC, also
Purpose known as Erosion/Corrosion (E/C), is a complex

mechanical/chernical phenomenon that, under certain flow
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and chemistry conditions, causes the inside pipe wall to

has developed a computer program, CHECMATE, that lose material and become thinner. Left unchecked, FAC
allows the user to predict erosion rates of components, can cause a pipe or fitting to rupture catastrophically,
inspected and uninspected, due to the Flow-Accelerated potentially resulting in personnel injury, damage to
Corrosion (FAC) mechanism and to ultimately determine nearby equipment, and plant downtime.
the remaining service life. The initial predictions of the
components erosion rate (called "Pass I Analysis") are Because of the potential effect that a high-energy
based entirely on the component geometry, flow pipe failure can have on plant personnel safety, the NRC
thermodynamic, and chemistry conditions entered into the has required its licensees to institute formal FAC
model by the user; thus, resulting in non-absolute, programs to detect and mitigate FAC-induced pipe wall
uncalibrated values. In a typical PWR or BVs1R plant thinning2.
model, there will be several thousand predicted values of
erosion rate, one for each modelled component. These
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2.0 FAC-PREDICTIVE MODELLING pattern over the pipe and recording a matrix of thickness
values. Ideally, the TDAT value would simply be the

CHEC Family of Codes minimum measured wall thickness on the component.
However, because individual components are

The EPRI CHEC, ClHEC-NDE, and manufactured with varying wall thicknesses, and because
CHECMATE computer programs are PC-based codes wear occurs unevenly, this approach does not always
used to predict FAC-induced wall thinning of piping result in the most representative value. Associated with
transporting water or a water/stearn mixture, and to the DAT value is Trep, the as-installed wall thickness.
evaluate and manage the UT data from inspections of Subtracting Trep from TDAT will give the total wear
such piping. With a model in place, resources can be (change in wall thickness). In practice, these values are
allotted more efficiently, allowing for the detection and calculated using the EPRI code C]HEC-NDE. The values
mitigation of FAC-induced wall diinning. The latest of TDAT and Trep can be input into CBECMATE to
EPRI FAC-predictive code, C]HECWORKS, integrates calibrate the Pass I predictions so that they more closely
the previous codes into a stand-alone, Windows-based reflect actual conditions.
program that will eventually address other corrosion
mechanisms, including FAC. 'Me discussion within this TDATs and Treps are etered into the model,
paper is confined to CHECMATE; however, the results along with the operating hours when the component was
are easily generalized to apply to CHECWORKS as well. inspected, and a Pass 2 analysis is performed. The

analysis is performed only on a user-defined set of
Pass Analysis components within the model called a "line". A single

line may consist of a few hundred components. 'he
After building the CECMATE input data file number of TDATs entered can vary considerably, but

using relevant parameters, including flow rates, the minimum number used is three to five. During the
temperatures, stearn qualities, component geometries, and Pass 2 analysis, CHECMATE calculates a line correction
piping material, an analysis is performed to predict the factor CF) to adjust the values of predicted erosion rate
erosion rate of each component in the model. A typical from the Pass analysis. le LCF is the median value
model consists of several thousand components. The of the set of ratios of the measured wear to predicted
initial analysis is referred to as the "Pass 1" analysis to wear from each inspected component. The Pass 2
distinguish it from a subsequent re-analysis, the "Pass 2 predicted erosion rates are the Pass I erosion rates
analysis, which takes NDE measurements of wall multiplied by the LCF. This method is used to account
thinning into account. Components are selected for for uncertainties in plant chemistry or operating data.
inspection based on the Pass results. The resulting Note that this approach results in all values of predicted
inspection data can then be incorporated into the erosion rate within the line being multiplied by the same
CHECMATE model, and the Pass 2 analysis can be number, regardless of inspection status or results.
performed. The inspection results sometimes differ 'nerefore a component with a predicted erosion rate of
significantly from the Pass I predictions: Reasons for 25 mils/yr and a measured erosion rate of 35 mils/yr will
poor correlation include input data errors, trace amounts not necessarily be multiplied by the ratio 35/25; it wl be
of alloying materials such as chromium in a component multiplied by the median ratio.
that is non-drially carbon steel, and damage mechanisms
other than FAC (e.g., cavitation). In practice, this method often works quite well.

The CBECMATE predictions are based on extensive
3.0 EXPLANATION OF LCF METHOD laboratory and plant data, and a simple linear correction

to account for uncertainties in chemistry or other input
Inspection results are incorporated into the data, or to correct some systematic error, usually results

CHECMATE model through the TDAT (Thickness in a reasonable correlation. The level of confidence that
DATa) input data field. A TDAT is a single value that is the user may have in the results is not quantified,
representative of the maximurn wall thirming that has however, it may be determined by checking two factors.
occurred for the lifetime of a given component. First, the value of the LCF should be close to .0.
Components are usually inspected by laying out a grid Significant variations (LCF<0.5 or LCF>2.5) should
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alert the user that a problem exists. The other method of Thus the nth degree polynomial n(x) must
confirming the Pass 2 results is a plot of measured vs. reproducef(k) exactly for the n+1 arguments xxi. This
predicted values of wall thickness or wear rate. Such a criterion is pertinent because there is one and only one
plot, if correlated properly, should be nearly linear; polynomial of degree n or less which assumes specified
significant deviation from linearity indicates that some of values for n+1 distinct arguments. This polynomial,
the predictions may not be accurate. hese iaccuracies called the nth degree interpolating polynomial is
may be due to local variations in thermodynamic state not illustrated schematically for n7-3 in Figure 4.0.0.
considered by CECMAT`E. It is for these situations
that the Local Conditions Analysis CA) method, as This function establishes the value of, nft), for
described below, is applicable. all x but in no way guarantees an accurate

approximation of ftx) for x�, that is, for arguments
4.0 ALTERNATE METHOD: LOCAL other than the given base points. If ftx) should be a

CONDITIONS ANALYSIS (LCA) polynomial of degree n or less, agreement is exact for all
x. herefore, due to the characteristics of the FAC-

Theory predictive models, where local thermodynamic conditions
such as steam quality may vary between components, the

'Me method of Local Conditions Analysis CA) suggested approach is to make the approximation using a
only applies to the TDAT values physically near the linear model where the mean value of the two ratios of
component under consideration when performing the Pass measured vs. predicted wear between inspected
2 analysis. This methodology is based on the important components is used as a sort of "local LCF". This LCF
problem of approximating one fitnction4,6, fx), by is then applied to the components physically between the
another "suitable" function, g(x). This may be written: inspected components within the line. 'Me values of

predicted erosion rate for the inspected components
themselves will be corrected to reflect the actual

A) ;= g W measured values.

AX)
There are two reasons for developing such an /P.I(X)

approximation. 'Me first is to replace a function f(k),
which is difficult to evaluate or manipulate with a
simpler, more amenable function g(k). he second reason
is for interpolating in tables of fnctional values. The
function ftx) is known quantitatively for a finite (usually
small) number of arguments ced base points. For
CHECMATE evaluations, ftx) is the ratio of measured to
predicted wear per component. he type of polynomial ao-Aku))
approximation is

f W OMW = Zaxi
j=0 Figure 4.0.0

Given the paired values (xi, ftxi)), =O, 1,..,n, the criterion Application

for determining the coefficients of On(x) is to require that: A Pass 2 analysis of Extraction Steam piping in
a PWR plant in operation is presented to demonstrate
how the proposed approach affects the evaluation of the

4(x) = f (ni)j = 0, 1, 2,...n erosion rates. In accordance with EPRI
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recommendations, this system was divided into two lines The suggested LCA approach, presented here,
for the purposes of CHECMATE analysis: The high- will correct predictions for local bias in the piping
pressure extraction steam piping, and the low-pressure system. It is suggested that future studies investigate the
extraction steam piping (see Figure 40. 1). statistical quantification of the sample size required for a

given level of confidence and the uncertainties in
The results using this approach are shown in predicted erosion rate. Additional mathematical and

Figure 40.2 and Figure 40.3. The plots presented in probabilistic approaches for a better and more reliable
Figures 40.2 and 40.3 indicate the correlation between mathematical model, where field inspection data is used,
measured and predicted thickness and wear, respectively. will provide the user with useful tools to predict FAC

wear rates and to quantify his level of confidence in the
While using the same inspection data and basing predictions.

the selection of the Erosion/Corrosion lines in terms of
the thermodynamic conditions, a better correlation
between measured vs. predicted thickness and wear is NOTES
observed (See Figures 4.0.4, 4.0.5 40.6 and 4.0.7).

1 Recommendation for an Effective Flow-
Using the LCA approach, a better and more Accelerated Corrosion Prost EPRI

realistic correlation can be observed. The plot of NSAC/202L, November 1993.
Component Geometry Code vs. Wear Rates presented in 2. United States Nuclear Regulatory Conunission,
Figure 40.8 shows an analysis performed using the Generic letter 89-08, May 1989.
standard LCF approach; Figure 40.9 shows the same 3. EPRI, CHECMATE Computer Program User's
line, but uses the LCA approach. Comparing the two Manual NSAC/145L, Rev.1, April 1991.
figures clearly shows how the suggested approach 4. M.D. Greenberg, "Foundations of Appli
accounts for the local characteristics of the system. hLaILematics, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1978.

5. S.H. Dai and M.O. Wang, Reliabili1y AnalyaLs in
5.0 CONCLUSION Engineering ApRlications Van Nostrand

Reinhold, 1992.
Ile Erosion/Corrosion analysis of the Extraction 6. B. Carnahan, H.A. Luther and .0. Wilkes,

Steam line of a PkR plant clearly indicates that Applied Numerical Methods, John Wiley 
CHECMATE empirical predictions can be altered for a Sons, Inc. 1969.
better and more realistic results when Chemistry and
Tbermodynamic conditions are considered for the
Erosion/Corrosion line evaluations.
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